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AFTERNOON  TEA
Available 14:00 - 17:00

 per person

Afternoon Tea Set  120
Served with a selection of Ronnefeldt teas  

Champagne Afternoon Tea Set  180
Served with a glass of Billecart-Salmon, Rose Brut, or
Taittinger, Brut, and a selection of Ronnefeldt teas

Champagne by the Glass
 per glass

Taittinger, Brut  81

Billecart - Salmon Rose  93
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TRADITIONAL  AFTERNOON  TEA  SET
Available 14:00 - 17:00

Savour local delights
Charcoal open toast, egg mayo, chicken floss, gold leaf 
Smoked salmon tartar, salmon roe, kyuri, citrus
Crispy fried cheese, prune compote
Chicken percik slider, acar jelatah, peanut sauce

Hand craft sweet delicates
Orange chocolate Gateau Louis XV
Hibiscus strawberry cheesecake
Piedmont hazelnut Paris brest cake  
Exotic fruit Charlotte  
Vanilla raspberry swiss roll
Coconut macaroon
Passion fruit macaroon
Kuih koleh kacang

Scones
Caramelized coconut and traditional raisin scone
Served with sour cream and berries and mango jam
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Signature Blend   
 
The Datai Blend  36
Rich & full-bodied unity in taste, this gourmet tea offers guile free  
chocolate indulge
Brew time ~ 3 minute

Black Teas  

Assam Bari ~ Irish Breakfast  27
An extravagant broken with a multitude of golden tips: strong,  
spicy and malty.
Brew time ~ 3 minute

Masala Chai  36
India at its best. A strong Assam and exotic spices – everything  
a good Chai needs
Brew time ~ 5 minute

Tarry Lapsang  36
Smoky Souchong, dried over burning pinewood, lends this tea its  
smokily spicy aroma
Brew time ~ 3 minute

Jardins De Darjeeling  27
Perfect blend of various gardens of Darjeeling offering a refined  
and well-balanced tea
Brew time ~ 3 minute
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Flavour Black Teas   
 
Red Roses  36
Soft rose leaves & jasmine blossoms with fine China teas – mild,  
flowery & harmonious. 
Brew time ~ 3 minute

Moroccan Mint  39
The renowned Gunpowder pellets melded with fresh mint
Brew time ~ 2 minute

Green Teas  

Green Dragon ~ Lung Ching  39
A rare pleasure when the typical light tartness of green tea joins with a flurry of 
freshness.
Brew time ~ 2 minute

Flavoured Green Teas  
Morgentau  39
A fascinating composition with Sencha, flower petals & fruity flavour of mango & 
lemon.
Brew time ~ 2 minute

Jardin Des Merveilles  27
Green tea with fruity flavours revealing hints of peach and apricot.
Brew time ~ 3 minute 
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White Tea  
White Yunnan Silver Tips  45
Withered in the sun, this handcrafted, white-leafed tea has a delicately flowery, 
sweet aroma.
Brew time ~ 2 minute

Oolong  
Tie Guan Ying  39
Exceptionally mild green Chinese oolong tea, with a subtle flowery and sweet taste.
Brew time ~ 2 minute

Oolong Peach  36
The delight of an exceptional oolong with the fragrance of apricots and peaches.
Brew time ~ 3 minute

Pu’er by Teaspec  

Raw Dazzle  53
Slow fermented, smoky floral aroma, fruity savoriness with a tangy aftertaste
Brew time ~ 3 minute

Ripe Marvel  53
Fermented black tea, mildly aromatic taste with a mellow, full-bodied flavour. 
Brew time ~ 3 minute
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Wellness Collection  
Ayurveda Herbs & Ginger  36
Inner warmth. A perfectly balanced herbal blend to activate all the senses
Brew time ~ 5 minute

Chill Out with Herbs   30
Time for relaxation with rooibos, balm and a delicate orange-cream taste 
Brew time ~ 5 minute

Life & Beauty  30
Herbal infusion with the sweetness of tropical fruits and the zing of lemon verbe-
na. 
Brew time ~ 5 minute

Herbal ~ Non-caffeinated  
Lemon Grass  28
A herbal infusion with the distinctive citrus flavour of lemon grass.
Brew time ~ 5 minute

Vanilla Rooibos  30
The highly popular South African rooibos, flavoured with the richness of creamy 
vanilla.
Brew time ~ 5 minute

Rooibos Aux Épices  27
Woody taste with spices that give it an extraordinary and flavourful moment.
Brew time ~ 5 minute
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Fruit   

Raspberry Royal  30
Summer raspberries unfold their aroma and make this an infusion fit for  
royalty.
Brew time ~ 8 minute

Soft Peach  36
The delicate, soft taste of peaches blended with vanilla.
Brew time ~ 8 minute


